ABSTRACT.
This paper is focused on equational theories and equationally defined varieties of lattices which are not assumed to be modular. It contains both an elementary introduction to the subject and a survey of open problems and recent work.
The concept of a "splitting" of the lattice of lattice theories is defined here for the first time in print. These splittings are shown to correspond bi-uniquely with certain finite lattices, called "splitting lattices". The problems of recognizing whether a given finite lattice is a splitting lattice, whether it can be embedded into a free lattice, and whether a given interval in a free lattice is atomic are shown to be closely related and algorithmically solvable.
Finitely generated projective lattices are characterized as being those finitely generated lattices that can be embedded into a free lattice.
Introduction.
What we do in this paper is fairly described by the phrase "equa- Broadly speaking, Jónsson's result tells us that the cords binding lattices to their theories are much more tightly drawn than one would expect on the basis of experience with other equationally defined classes of algebras, such as groups and rings. The happy consequences of this fact, both for the algebraic and the equational study of lattices, will hardly be exhausted by the present paper; and we expect other researchers to take up the challenge.
To that end, we have given notation, a summary of some recent results, and a formulation of the very useful facts from L6J.
The central notion of the paper, which we analyze extensively, is the notion of a splitting of S,, defined in §3. The splittings we have in mind are occasioned by those pairs of theories, (H, ©), for which every lattice theory K belongs to just one of two intervals in 2 : H < K or K < ©.
Though perhaps it was never formulated in this way, it has long been known For the details, see [3] .)
In §4, we show that the second term in each splitting pair is the theory of a finite, subdirectly irreducible lattice. And in §5 we show how to characterize these lattices algebraically (Theorem 5.1). We call them splitting lattices. It turns out that the generation of splitting lattices is equivalent, in a sense, to the calculation of atomic quotients, wQ < w., in finitely generated free lattices (Theorem 5.4).
The two principal results of §5, or rather the constructive methods implicit in the proofs and developed in §6, yield some surprising corollaries.
For instance, we obtain an algorithm for checking whether one word covers another in a free lattice (Theorem 6.2); and an algorithm for deciding whether a finite lattice can be embedded into a free lattice (Theorem 6.3. An essential portion of the argument was supplied by Jonsson).
The paper closes with a series of instructive examples ( §7); and a discussion of the relation of covering in the lattice of theories ( §8), giving further applications of the methods developed earlier on, and a number of problems.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the large contribution that Bjarni Jonsson has made to this paper, through his published writings and in conversations with the author; and the significant debt that I owe to Alfred Tarski and to my student,
Alan Kostinsky, for their patience and good advice. X*y = y X, A2.
x + y = y + x;
x-(yz) = (x-y)'Z, À4. x + {y + z) = (x + y) + z;
x • (x + y) = x, Àg. x + x • y = x.
Lattice theory is the set of all equations which can be derived (using the operations of substitution and replacement of equals by equals) from Aj-X(. We shall denote it by A. Each lattice L determines a theory 0L, consisting of all equations valid in L;
and conversely, every theory 0 e T( is the theory of some lattice L. [Given 0, we can take for L any 0-free lattice, FL(0, X), on an infinite set X of free generators; for example, the algebra of terms of the basic language, reduced by the relation ~e of ©-equivalence: a -\>e t iff a= r € 0.] Thus, %¡ is appropriately called the lattice of equational theories of lattices.
We use the same symbolism for the theory of a class of lattices: by definition, eX= n¡8L: LeK|.
In case J\ is empty, the convention is 8 Jv = 0, the largest theory.
The most important classes, from our standpoint, are the varieties (equational
classes, primitive classes).
A lattice variety is a class Ö of lattices which, for some 0 6 Tj, is defined by the condition Leo ~>0<8L.
V X,.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use such entity determines a lattice variety.
The corresponding variety will always be denoted by prefixing the symbol Ö.
Two familiar theorems of Birkhoff and Tarski have concise symbolic formulations in this context. Assume that 0n, 0, £ T,, that K is a class of lattices, and that ü is a lattice variety. Then we have ©O<0i~ö0iCÖ0o;
0Ö0o=0o,Ö0Ö=ö; ÖK = HSPK.
The first three relations above express a basic duality between theories and varieties; the last relation contains the fact that every lattice in Üa can be constructed algebraically as a homomorphic image of a sublattice of a direct product of lattices belonging to A.
We will use standard notation for the intervals and the covering relation of any lattice under consideration, and the notation (X) for the cardinal number of a set X. Thus \jx, y] = \z: x < z < y\, [x, v) = {z: x < z < y\;
x < y{y covers x) <=>*([*, yi) = 2.
Many equations can be most simply expressed as inclusions. The inclusion o<t denotes the equation a = a • r in the basic language.
At times we will write a -aT t0 indicate that a < t £ 0.
A natural notion of independence plays a role in the discussion of covering in 2 ( §8).
A set of equations, X, is said to be independent (relative to A), or an independent base for 0,[X], provided that 0IX J <8, [X] for each proper subset X C X. We write V .0 to denote the set of cardinalities of the independent bases of a theory 0 £ T.. (i) 8= Aa«rfVie={0|;
(ii) 0 is finitely based and either V 8 = [l, <d), or for some integer v > 1,
(iii) 0 is not finitely based and either v 0 = \co\ orV,® = 0.
The third lemma will provide a purely lattice theoretic definition of V We observe that the lattice of theories is a complete lattice; the least upper bound (2) <A°nrVo.
(i) «A°na0=0 Vv°np°=0; (3) (ii) r° n X° = 0 V a0 n 0° = 0;
(iii) a0 n x° = 0 Va°n^=ovr°nx0=o.
For the negation of any one of these statements, together with (2), puts eeA. It is easy to check that conditions (3) and (4) Remarks. An effective, general method of finding a finite base for a finite lattice is contained implicitly in [9, §3] .
Each of the sets {77^ 772!, {77., 776, ?77i is an independent base of 9/V . The independence may be deduced semantically from various lattices in our diagrams. 
and it is not difficult to modify the method of [9] to show that #(SI) = *(MI) = 2 K°. Note that, i f A is finite, then every homomorphism from A is bounded; but, in general, if S C C and g: A -> B is bounded, it does not follow that g: A -> C is bounded.
Theorem 5.1. Each of the following conditions is necessary and sufficient for a finite, SI lattice B to be a splitting lattice:
(i) B is a bounded epimorphic image of a free lattice (which is necessarily finitely generated).
(ii) Every lattice homomorphism g: A -> B, where A is finitely generated, is bounded. [12] . A lattice F generated by a set Y ^ 0 is freely generated by Y iff Y is a set of mutually incomparable elements and whenever aQ, «j, bQ, èj e \F\ and y e Y, we have (Wl) K aQ • a¡ < y < b0+ blt then for some ft, ve\0, l|, a < y < bv. The following discussion is much smoother if we have some particular free lattices available for instant reference. Throughout V s5, 6 and 7, FL(w) will denote a fixed lattice freely generated by the denumerable set <u, and for 1 < k < a>, Consequently, choosing words wQ < w such that f(wQ) = u and f(w) = v, we will have wQ R w, and w/n can be connected to w by some finite sequence w", WV * " ' wl¡±= w satisfying u>2v R wJv^ f and w2v+ , R(Q) wJv 2 (for < p.). We can even require that wQ < w^ < w for 0 < A < 2¡i, whence we get f(wx)e\u, v\ for A < 2p, because u < v in B. Now, we can choose a A < 2p for which f(w. ) = u and f(w. .) = v. Clearly zt^ Ri©) w } must hold. Therefore, picking a and T to satisfy a^ = "'x+l' T^ = w\' we Wl^ have o <re® (r> R(&) a^> is equivalent to r= 06®), f(a') = v and fir*) = a. This is the desired result. Step 1. Let w£ Y and assume g'1 (< w) ¿ 0. Let a = V LG O g~l (< w)].
Clearly g(a) < w. Induct on x e \A | to show g(x) < w => x < a. If x e G, it is trivial.
If it is true for x and y, it is surely true for x + y; and if g(x • y) = g(x) • g(y) < w, then g(x) < w or g(y) < w (by (Wl)), so x < a or y < a-a fortiori x • y < a.
Step 2. Let w = uig + wl where w Q, w. are good.
Then the sum a= V [(G Dg"1 (< w)) Ug-1 (< w0) Ug_1 (<U7j)] certainly exists in A, and if g~ (< w) is nonempty then a is its largest element.
To see this, just induct on x as before to show g(x) <w=>x<a, using now (W2) in place of (Wl).
Step // / and g are (P) homomorphisms (in particular, if B is finite and g is (P)), then so is fg. If fg is (P) and g is epimorphic (f is monomorphic), then f (respectively g) is also a (P) homomorphism.
Lemma 5.4. Assuming that the lattice B is finitely generated, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) There exists a (P) homomorphism collapsing a free lattice onto B.
(ii) Every lattice homomorphism g: A -> B, where A is finitely generated, is a (P) homomorphism. Three little corollaries are yet to come and then we will let the case rest. In the light of Theorem 5.5, the second of these merely restates the first. (ii) /3A+1(x)< ßx(x), ax(x) < ax+1(x);
(iii) whenever g(y) = x, there is a p < a> such that /3"(x) < y < a (x).
If ß is finite, a limit table for g will eventually close iff g is bounded; if the limits exist, for some À we will have a,x = g~ and ßx = g_ and of course a. = &x and ß = /3A for all p > À. In §7, we will be depicting these tables by rectangular We remark that condition 6.2(iii) defining a At this juncture the basic algorithm, rumored to exist, is almost visible. Given /: FL(k) -+» B (k, B finite) we begin to construct the columns of a special limit (ii) // a special table of limits for g closes, the limits will be attained on or before the B.-l' ' th column.
These numbers bounding the number of steps required to reach a decision by our algorithm are undoubtedly grossly excessive.
The lemma is, of course, actually true for each of the independent halves of the tables. Ul= U°U U\Uy:y£U-U°\.
Then clearly U1 e M(B, b) and, since afM_ 2 < afl_ p W « \a/x_1(z): z e Ul\.
To get on with the proof of 6.1 (i) let us consider the equivalence relation over co defined by: ppv iff for every b, b'e\B\ we have a^+ ¿b') < a^b) *=> 0-v + l(b')< ay(b).
(Q) ppv implies p p. + 1 v + 1.
Indeed, assume that ppv, and that a 2(b') < a Ab). To get that clv 2(b') < av A.b), we must consider a typical summand of a.v 2(b ), say wQ = Á ¡av + 1(y)--y e U\ where the set U e M(B, b'). Let W = !aM+1(y): y e fj}.
Since a. +2^'^ -au + l^' a f°rti°ri> A ^ < au + i^)» an(^ we P'ug tnis relation into statement (P). In case (PI) holds we have a A.y) < a j(¿) for a certain y e U. Then y < ¿> and hencê 0<a,+ iW<aniW'
On the other hand, if (P2) holds then we have a set V € M(B, b) such that W « \a (v): v 6 Vj. Then for each v e V there is y e (7 satisfying a. ,(y ) < a, (t>).
These relations imply their twins ay ^ (y ) < ay(v), since we assumed that ppv.
• With (Q) completely proved, 6.1(i) comes very quickly. We can assume that ç> 1, and with that assumption a simple combinatorial argument shows that p di-£? • cf vides co into less than 2 "s classes of integers. We infer the existence of p < v < 2^ "= such that ppv. By (Q), p will be p-equivalent to arbitrarily large integers; in particular, from the initial assumption, we will have ppy where a =°~y + j. But then the definition of p requires a .< a , and so a . = a .
We have here a much better estimate of how far the standard Recall from 55 that ® is the class of finite lattices which are bounded epimorphs of free lattices, and that splitting lattices are the SI members of J). In this case, g = hf is bounded (Theorem 5.1), and we continue by constructing the upper and lower limits for g, a and ß, using Lemma 6.1. Finally, after all the preliminaries we will have wQ < w. iff simultaneously g(w") < g(w.), w ■ ag(w0^ ~ wo anc* w0 + ßg(w0 = wv Indeed, the necessity of these conditions is quite clear (g(wx .ag(wQ))= g(wQ) giving wQ < wy -ag(w0)< wv etc.). For the sufficiency, assume that u> Q < w < m>j, we |FL(k)|, and the three conditions are valid. Then either g(w) = g(wQ) or g(w) = g(wx). If the former, then w < ag(wQ) and w < wx .ag(wQ) = wQ, a contradiction. Thus g(w) = g(wj), ßg(wx) < w; and we get u' = ii',.
One-half of the second assertion of the next theorem was proved by B. Jóns-son, using essentially the argument given below; see Remark 6.1. There is a similar property, at least as strong, which implies that B £ 55 via the special tables.
Here we put M0X + 1(B)= j*e|B|: Um0(B, x)C MX(ß)> , S0X + 1(B)= |xe|ß|: US0(B, x) Ç 5X(ß) j ;
and the condition is that, for some A, MQ = S0 = |ß|.
Examples of 55 lattices failing either of these conditions have not been found. Example 7.8 (Diagram 10 and Table 3 ). By Corollary 5.3, the upper limit In fact, replacing y by (x + y) • (y + z) in £4 gives that When we attempt to go beyond this result to gain a better understanding of the relation of covering in 2 a multitude of problems arise to challenge our ingenuity. In this section we will state explicitly a number of these which seem to us most interesting. Contact will be made with the theory of splittings.
We begin the discussion by observing the negative result that not every 0 < Q can be covered by another theory; 0 = A gives an example [6] . In fact, if 0 is a meet-irreducible theory then it will be covered (and then uniquely) iff it is strictly meet-irreducible. Then of course we have ©,, ■< © whenever v < k, and ©,, + © , = © whenever v¿v'. Hence k < *(CV@).
Next, assume that 1 < k < új and k < "(C^©). If now 0 is an arbitrary theory having an independent base of k equations, where k < co, then we can still assert the existence of at least k theories covered by 0, and the proof is just the same as above. But, besides these facts, the author has been unable to establish essentially any other relationships between V.
and Cy. Even worse, we do not know what values these functions can assume.
Many of the problems that come to mind in this connection are included in the following scheme. First we list several conditions on the theory 0:
(1) 0 = 0L for some finite lattice L.
(2) 0 = 8L for some splitting lattice L, i.e. 0 is strictly meet-prime. answer is obviously yes if 0 is a compact theory.
Problem 11. Given T < 0, must there exist a theory H such that T < H < 0?
If the answer to this problem were positive, we could prove, for example, that *(CV®)< k0=» 7,0^0. Table 3 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use \. V / / A / " 9 J/ Diagrams
